A converter (7) converts a set of satellite channels in a frequency band completely situated above the frequency band that is likely to be used by a user apparatus (18) and is provided on a distribution cable (9). To use this set of converted channels in a user apparatus (18), a signal tapping element includes a transposer (13) which lowers the frequency of the channels of this second set. Applications: signal distribution, notably television signal distribution.
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Video communication network.

The present invention relates to a method of increasing the capacity, expressed in a number of channels, of a video communication signal distribution network in which a set of video communication channels received by satellite, called satellite channels, is converted into a set of channels called converted channels intended to be delivered by a distribution channel and used by at least one user apparatus capable of using channels in a predetermined frequency band.

The invention also relates to a video communication signal distribution network, comprising a network head-end with at least one satellite television broadcast converter, the converter delivering a set of converted channels by a cable, which channels are converted to a predetermined band likely to be used by a user apparatus, and at least one signal tapping element for supplying signals from the cable to at least one user apparatus.

The invention likewise relates to a video communication network head-end as defined above.

The invention finally relates to a signal tapping element as defined above.

A video communication signal distribution network is known from Patent EP 0 583 843. According to this document, a plurality of cables are used, each transporting different converted channels, all situated in the band likely to be used by a user apparatus, and a switch at the level of the signal tapping element permitting to select the desired cable.

It is an object of the invention to simplify the realization of the network by using only a single cable which carries more channels than permitted by the band which is likely to be used by a user apparatus.

For this purpose, at least a second set of satellite channels is converted to a frequency band completely situated above said predetermined frequency band and is delivered by the same distribution cable and, for the use of the second set of converted channels in at least one user apparatus, the channels of this second set are translated while their frequency is lowered.

Advantageously, for the second set of converted channels, a frequency band is used having the same bandwidth as for the first set, and a gap is left open between the frequency band of the second set of converted channels and the frequency band of the
first set of converted channels.

Thus, a possible frequency translation and filtering are simplified.

A video communication network according to the invention comprises means for creating a second set of television channels occupying a frequency band situated above said predetermined band and for delivering them by a cable, and the signal tapping element comprises translation means called user translation means for translating the second set of television channels by lowering its frequency so as to restore the second set in said predetermined band, and means for switching or not the user translation means into service upon request.

Preferably, a gap of at least 100 MHz is provided between the frequency band of the first set of converted channels and the frequency band of the second set of converted channels.

A video communication network head-end according to the invention comprises means for creating a second set of converted channels which occupy a frequency band situated above said predetermined band, and for delivering them by the cable.

A signal tapping element according to the invention comprises translation means for translating, while lowering their frequency, a part of the television channels, and means for switching or not these translation means into service upon request.

Preferably, the value of the frequency translation provided by the translation means is at least equal to 1300 MHz.

In an advantageous embodiment, the means for switching or not the translation means into circuit are actuated either by the presence of a 14 to 18 volts control voltage, or by the presence or absence of a 22 kHz AC voltage.

These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and elucidated with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter.

In the drawings:

Fig. 1 represents in a diagram a video communication network according to the invention;

Fig. 2 represents a variant of an embodiment of the network head-end;

Fig. 3 represents in more detail certain parts of the network of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a frequency diagram of the channels found in the network according to the invention, in a first embodiment option, and
Fig. 5 is a frequency diagram of the channels found in the network according to the invention, in a second embodiment option.

The network shown in Fig. 1 comprises a network head-end, at least one distribution cable, and at least one signal tapping element. The network head-end, shown in its simplest form here, comprises two dish antennas 1 and 2 for satellite television reception, and a module 7 for frequency translation for the dish antenna 2. The dish antennas 1 and 2 can receive each forty channels having a bandwidth of 30 MHz and have each an integrated conversion block called "LNB", producing the channels in the 950-2150 MHz frequency band. The module 7 translates the channels coming from the dish antenna 2 to form forty channels having a bandwidth of 30 MHz each, in the 2250-3450 MHz frequency band. There is a gap of 100 MHz between the top of the 950-2150 MHz band and the bottom of the 2250-3450 MHz band, to facilitate, as required, the separation between these two bands by filtering. All the channels are together applied to a cable 11, through a high-pass filter 6, which passes the frequencies higher than or equal to 950 MHz. An antenna 3 for the terrestrial channels produces channels in a band running from 47 to 860 MHz. These channels are amplified in an amplifier 4 and applied to the cable 11 via a low-pass filter 5 which passes the frequencies lower than or equal to 860 MHz. By way of example, a distributor 8 distributes the signals over the two cables 9 and 19 going downstream.

Signal tapping elements or splitters 12 (or 15, identical to 12) are connected to the cable 9, each feeding a user apparatus, for example, a receiver decoder 18 connected to the splitter 12 by a user cable 10 and capable of utilizing channels in a predetermined frequency band which is habitually the 950-2150 MHz frequency band. Each splitter contains a frequency converter module 13 which lowers the frequencies of the signals received in its input by 1300 MHz. Thus the band running from 2250 to 3450 MHz is converted to a band running from 950 to 2150 MHz, which corresponds to the band that can be used by a receiver/decoder. A switch 14 makes it possible to connect the user apparatus either directly to the cable, or to the output of the converter module 14. Thus, depending on the position of the switch, the receiver decoder will be capable of processing either directly the channels of the 950-2150 MHz band of the cable, or the channels of the 2250-3450 MHz band of the cable, converted to the 950-2150 MHz band by the converter 13.

The network head-end represented in Fig. 2 forms a variant which may be used in lieu of the elements 1, 2, 7 of Fig. 1. It comprises four dish antennas 22, 23, 26, 27 comprising each a LNB which produces channels having a bandwidth of 30 MHz each in a 950-2150 MHz band. The module 24 derives forty satellite channels having each a bandwidth
of 30 MHz chosen from all the channels received by the two dish antennas 22 and 23, and translates each of them into a separate channel of the 2250-3450 MHz band. The module 29 selects forty channels having each a bandwidth of 30 MHz, chosen from all the channels received by the two dish antennas 26 and 27, each in a separate channel of the 950-2150 MHz band, adds thereto the channels coming from module 24 and applies all of them to the cable 11, while all the 950-3450 MHz channels are finally amplified in an amplifier 25. As a variant, there could be a single dish antenna instead of the two dish antennas 22, 23 and/or instead of the two dish antennas 26, 27, when channels are used coming from two polarizations H and V of the same dish antenna.

Instead of starting from channels in the 950-2150 MHz band and subsequently translating them, it is also possible to convert each of the satellite channels directly to a converted frequency of the 2250-3450 MHz band, in a LNB provided for this purpose. This can be contemplated economically if the quantities are sufficient to permit the financial settlement of the development of a specific LNB.

Fig. 3A represents a transposer, for example, the one referenced 7 in the basic arrangement of Fig. 1. It receives on cable 32 the channels coming from the dish antenna 2 and on the cable 33 the channels coming from the dish antenna 1. A modulator or mixer 34 of any known type (active-circuit, Gilbert, transformer, etc.) is fed by an oscillator 35. The output signal of the mixer 34 is applied to the cable 11 via a high-pass filter 37 which passes the frequencies higher than or equal to 2250 MHz. The result of mixer 34 is that the channels arriving at the input 32 in the 2250-3450 MHz band are converted to the 950-2150 MHz band. The signal on the input 33 passes without a frequency change on cable 11, via a low-pass filter 36 which passes the frequencies lower than or equal 2150 MHz.

Fig. 3B represents an embodiment of the splitter referenced 12 in Fig. 1.

A resistor 43 makes it possible to tap the whole signal coming from cable 9 in known manner while the impedance is adapted, and the tapped signal is taken to a modulator or mixer 42 of any known type (active-circuit, Gilbert, transformer, etc.). This mixer is fed by an oscillator 41. The result of the mixer is that the channels of the 2250-3450 MHz band present on cable 9 are converted to the 950-2150 MHz band. This mixer is of a model that produces shifted channels on the output, but whose incoming channels are suppressed or at least attenuated considerably. The signal on the output of the mixer 42 is amplified by an amplifier 39 and leaves by cable 10. By this cable, the user apparatus of Fig. 1 sends an information signal to indicate whether they are the channels using the upper side band of the 950-2150 MHz band of the cable which are desired, or whether they are the channels
converted to the 2250-3450 MHz band. This information signal, produced by the user apparatus may, for example, consist of the fact that a DC control voltage has a value of 14 or 18 volts, or also of the fact that a 22 kHz AC voltage is present or not, or may also be an information signal of the type "DiSEqC" in which a 22 kHz AC voltage is switched to form words. The module 40, connected to cable 10, detects the information concerned and controls the oscillator 41 to operate or stop. If this oscillator is stopped, the channels of the 950-2150 MHz band pass directly, and if the oscillator is in operation, it is the channels of the 2250-3450 MHz band that are received on cable 10. This represents an alternative with respect to a switching operation which purely and simply short-circuits the converter 13 of Fig. 1.

It is the object of the Figs. 4 and 5 to illustrate the choice of the frequency of the oscillators 35 or 41. In the two Figures, the first line represents channels in the 950-2150 MHz band, such as produced by a LNB, those indicated L positioned low in the band, those indicated H positioned high in the band.

In Fig. 4, a 4400 MHz oscillator has been chosen whose frequency is indicated by a vertical broken line. The mixer 34 of Fig. 3A produces the channels indicated on the second line. The channels L and H became, respectively:
- the channels L* and H*, ranging from 2250 to 3450 MHz, by subtracting the value of the frequency from the value of 4400 MHz. The order of the channels is inverted: H* is to the left of L*.
- the channels L** and H**, ranging from 5350 to 6550 MHz, by adding the value of their frequency to the value of 4400 MHz. These channels are not annoying, and, furthermore, they have every chance of being suppressed in a natural way, because the passband of the amplifiers is limited.

The signals finally applied to cable 9 are indicated on the third line, the addition of the various channels producing a "terrestrial" band, denoted T (47-860 MHz), a L-H band (950-2150 MHz) coming, for example, from the dish antenna 1 of Fig. 1, and a band H*-L* (2250-3450 MHz) obtained by frequency translation.

The oscillator 41 of the mixer 42 is also working at 4400 MHz, and when the signals pass through this mixer, channels indicated on the fourth line are produced: the band T gives the band T^, the band H*-L* gives the band L**-H**^, the band L-H gives the band H^*-L^, with, furthermore, the corresponding bands indicated by ^^ above the frequency of the oscillator. The band L-H of the third line is stopped by the mixer. Only the band L**^*-H**^, whose channels are in the right order, is likely to be used by a user
apparatus.

In Fig. 5, a 1300 MHz oscillator has been chosen, that means, in the band L-H. The mixer 34 of Fig. 3A produces the channels indicated on the second line. The channels below 1300 MHz are called L, and the channels above 1300 MHz are called H. The channels L and H are the result of the subtraction of the value of 1300 MHz from the value of their frequency, the channels L* and H* ranging from 0 to 850 MHz, but with an overlap (the channels H* are indicated upside down for clarity). By adding the value of their frequency to the value of 1300 MHz, the channels L** and H** are obtained, ranging from 2250 to 3450 MHz. It will be evident that if the signals of the second line are applied to cable 9, there will be a collision between the signals L*, H* and the terrestrial signals, unless they are filtered beforehand to eliminate the band L*-H*. The frequency diagram of Fig. 4 is thus to be preferred.

It will be evident that numerous variants may be provided in the description given above, for example, the distributor 8 of Fig. 1 could also be omitted (a single cable), or, on the contrary, serve more than two cables, for example, four; the splitter casings 12, 15 could contain each, for example, two or four assemblies such as 13 + 14 to serve two or four users; the converted band could also be placed at even higher frequencies (higher than 2250-3450 MHz) to obtain a gap larger than 100 MHz between the bands; in the case of digital television channels, the 40 channels of 30 MHz could be 30 channels of 40 MHz bandwidth.
CLAIMS:

1. A method of increasing the capacity, expressed in a number of channels, of a video communication signal distribution network in which a set of video communication channels received by satellite, called satellite channels, is converted into a set of channels called converted channels intended to be delivered by a distribution channel and used by at least one user apparatus capable of using channels in a predetermined frequency band, characterized in that at least a second set of satellite channels is converted to a frequency band completely situated above said predetermined frequency band and is delivered by the same distribution cable and, for the use of the second set of converted channels in at least one user apparatus, the channels of this second set are translated while their frequency is lowered.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1, characterized in that for the second set of converted channels, a frequency band is used having the same bandwidth as for the first set.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1, characterized in that a gap is left open between the frequency band of the second set of converted channels and the frequency band of the first set of converted channels.

4. A video communication signal distribution network, comprising a distribution cable, at least one signal tapping element for supplying, from the cable, signals to at least one user apparatus capable of using channels in a predetermined frequency band, at least one satellite television broadcast converter delivering by the cable a set of television channels in said predetermined band, characterized in that it further includes means for creating a second set of television channels occupying a frequency band situated above said predetermined band and delivering them by the cable, and in that the signal tapping element comprises translation means called user translation means for translating the second set of television channels by lowering its frequency so as to restore the second set in said predetermined band, and means for switching or not the user translation means into service upon request.

5. A video communication network as claimed in Claim 4, characterized in that a gap of at least 100 MHz is provided between the frequency band of the first set of
converted channels and the frequency band of the second set of converted channels.

6. A video communication network head-end comprising at least one satellite television broadcast converter delivering by a cable a set of converted channels in a predetermined band likely to be used by a user apparatus, characterized in that it further includes means for creating a second set of television channels which occupies a frequency band situated above said predetermined band, and for delivering them by the cable.

7. A video communication network head-end as claimed in Claim 6, characterized in that the difference between the frequency band of the first set of converted channels and the frequency band of the second set of converted channels is at least 100 MHz.

8. A signal tapping element for supplying signals to at least one user apparatus from a cable of a video communication apparatus transporting television channels, characterized in that it comprises translation means for translating a part of the television channels by lowering their frequency, and means for switching or not these translation means into service or not upon request.

9. A signal tapping element as claimed in Claim 8, characterized in that the frequency translation value brought about by the translation means is at least equal to 1300 MHz.

10. A signal tapping element as claimed in Claim 9, characterized in that the means for switching or not the translation means into service are activated either by the presence of a 14 or 18 volts control voltage, or by the presence or not of a 22 kHz AC voltage.
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